General Sponsorship $1500
- Logo placement on signage at the AMS Washington Forum
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions and on AWF homepage
- Forum Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Social Media recognition before, during, and after AWF

Student Networking Dinner $1500
- Logo placement on signage at the AMS Washington Forum
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions and on AWF homepage
- Forum Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Social Media recognition before, during, and after AWF
- Recognition at Networking event

Principal Sponsors $2500
- Logo placement on signage at the AMS Washington Forum
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions and on AWF homepage
- Forum Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Social Media recognition before, during, and after AWF
- Recognition on the virtual AMS Washington Forum Platform
- Social Media recognition before, during, and after AWF
- 50% discount on AWF registration

Contact Adam Kelly, AMS Corporate Relations Manager, akelly@ametsoc.org, 617-226-3904